CHAPTER 4 '
What Can and Cannot Be Inherited
Wooden Legs Not Inherited* How great an influence the
genes, or determiners, have upon the life and make-up of an
individual is at least suggested by our previous study, and it
helps us to realize what a mighty natural power is heredity. It
is that which is in the germ cell in the beginning that is inherent
in the individual developing from that cell.
We can now see the reason why if a man loses an arm or a
Anger in an accident his child will not, because of this, be born
with hut one arm or minus a finger. The accident affected cer-
tain of his body cells, but did not change his germ cells* Or, we
can see why a child does not inherit a scar or is never born with
a knowledge of music. His hereditary genes may make him
naturally responsive to music and make it very easy for him to
acquire musical knowledge and skill; but, having been born with
natural keenness along that line, environment must do the rest.
A man receives an injury to his head, which causes him to go
insane; his child will not be born mentally defective as a result,
because the effect of the man's injury was not upon his germ cells
but upon his body cells, Says Wiggam, "His children do not in-
herit his cracked brain, although they might inherit his inability
to dodge brickbats." Quoting Professor Conklin of Princeton,
"Wooden legs are not inherited, but wooden heads are," Epi-
lepsy duo to injury is not passed on from parent to child, but
epilepsy clue to defect in an individual's inborn gland or nerve
make-up may be, and often is".
What Can Be Inherited? Some of the things that may be
inherited are:
1. Physical characteristics; as the length of one's nose, the
shape of one's teeth, the color of one's eyes and hair, curly hair
or straight hair, long fingers or short ones, natural contour of
one's features and bony structures, kind of complexion,—all the
many characteristics that make up one's physical type*
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